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Reviewer's report:

Minor Essential Revisions
1. Abstract, fourth paragraph: GC abbreviation is not explained
2. Introduction, first paragraph: I propose to use (instead of Lyme disease), only the term Lyme borreliosis
3. Introduction, second paragraph: instead of neuroborreliosis, Lyme neuroborreliosis should be used
   .... proposed corrections added into text

Table 1: Column 4: Please explain abbreviations MTP, PIP and supposedly correction og to or is needed?

Header of Column 5: Please give more detailed description e.g. Number of recurrent arthrits episodes before antibiotic treatment?

Column 9: Please explain 1, 0, +/-

Column 10: PCR joint fluid, please explain Pos, Neg

Level of interest: An article of importance in its field

Quality of written English: Acceptable

Statistical review: No, the manuscript does not need to be seen by a statistician.
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